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Abstract. Wind energy is a sustainable source of power that has a much lower environmental 
impact than conventional energy sources. One of the important stages in developing the modern 
wind turbines is studying the dynamic behavior of the flexible blades. In this article, a finite 
element beam model of a 150 kW horizontal axis wind turbine blade is presented. The beam 
elements of the present model are linear with 14 DOF and arbitrary cross sections that consider 
rotational velocity, shear center, warping and gyroscopic effects, stiffening due to the rotation, 
and all the couplings. In the present model, the cross-sectional properties along each element are 
variable that decreases number of the needed elements, size of the model and hence the analyses 
running time. By using the present model, natural frequencies, mode shapes and frequency and 
transient responses of the blade are extracted. The modal properties are compared with another 
finite element beam code BModes, and with a shell finite element model of the same blade in 
ABAQUS. The blade frequency and transient responses in the flap and edge directions under a 
turbulent wind loading are also compared with ABAQUS. Furthermore, the effects of the 
rotational speed and pitch angle on the blade modal properties are studied. 
Keywords: wind turbine blade, finite element, modal analysis, transient response, BModes. 
1. Introduction 
There are many articles focusing on dynamic modeling and predicting modal properties or 
dynamic response of the wind turbine blades and in many cases, the blades have been modeled as 
a beam. Different methods have been used by different authors, including assumed modes, finite 
element, lumped mass and analytical methods. Arrigan et al. [1] investigated flap-wise vibration 
control of wind turbine blades by a single degree of freedom model with assumed mode methods 
approach. Zhao et al. [2] presented a new multi-body modeling methodology using a cardanic 
joint beam element. Kallesoe [3] derived equation of motion for a rotor blade, including gravity, 
pitch and rotor speed effects. Dynamic analysis of horizontal axis wind turbine was carried out by 
Wang et al. [4] using thin walled beam theory. Lee et al. [5] presented a method for structural 
dynamic modeling using multi-flexible-body method. Harte et al. [6] used one DOF assumed 
mode method for modeling the blades, and used spring and dampers for modeling the tower 
flexibility. Kessentini et al. [7] developed a mathematical model of a wind turbine using 
Euler-Bernoulli beam approximation and investigated modal and dynamic responses of the  
turbine. Murtagh et al. [8] analyzed vibrations of tower and blades of a horizontal axis wind turbine 
subjected to rotationally sampled wind loading. Park et al. [9] employed constrained multi-body 
technique to derive equations of motion for a rotating wind-turbine blade. A mathematical model 
of the wind turbine equipped with active controllers was formulated by Staino et al. [10] using an 
Euler-Lagrangian approach. Hamdi et al. [11] studied analytical and numerical dynamics of a 
horizontal axis wind turbine blade subjected to different types of loadings by Euler’s  
configuration.  
In all the mentioned articles and many others, a non-verified model of a wind turbine blade 
has been used or developed for modal or dynamic investigations. By using a wind turbine blade 
model with no verification the investigation results are called into question. Hence, presenting a 
verified and precise model can decrease the uncertainties of further investigations on the wind 
turbines. There are some specific codes for dynamic analysis of wind turbines like FAST, Bladed, 
Flex5 and DHAT [12]. The mentioned codes, need the modal data to create a multi DOF model 
using the assumed-modes method. Modal data should be provided by finite element codes like 
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BModes [13]. BModes was primarily developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
(NREL) to provide coupled mode shapes for FAST. This code is based on a 15 DOF beam element 
with three internal and two boundary nodes and is widely used. The current study aims at 
developing a precise model of a horizontal axis wind turbine blade with linear beam elements and 
14 DOF. The beam element considers rotational velocity, shear center, warping and gyroscopic 
effects, stiffening due to the rotation, and all the couplings. One of the major concerns of the 
present study is to decrease the size of the model and hence the analysis running time without 
affecting the accuracy of the results by modeling the beam element with variable cross sectional 
properties, which is the main difference between the proposed model and other blade models and 
codes like BModes. Using the proposed model, a 150 kW horizontal axis wind turbine blade is 
modeled and the modal characteristics and the frequency and transient dynamic responses under 
a turbulent wind loading are extracted. Then, the modal results are compared with BModes and 
with a 3D model of the same blade with shell elements in ABAQUS and because the BModes 
cannot carry out more analysis, frequency and transient dynamic responses are only compared 
with ABAQUS. Furthermore, the effects of the rotational speed and pitch angle on the modal 
properties of the blade are studied. Because in this study, we focus on comparing the accuracy of 
the developed beam model with a more complicated and precise shell model in ABAQUS, the 
blade material is assumed to be isotropic to eliminate errors due to using equivalent composite 
properties provided by some codes like PreComp [14] or NuMAD [15], however, the model can 
consider such equivalencies. Supposing the blade is a thin walled-beam the transverse shear effect 
is neglected [16]. 
2. Blade modeling 
2.1. Blade properties 
General properties of the blade are presented in Table 1, and the main profiles and 3D shell 
model are shown in Fig. 1. Table A1 in Appendix A1 presents the properties of the blade sections 
made of four NREL air foils. Fig. 2 shows the normalized cross section of Airfoil S815 (the first 
airfoil). The shear webs are located on 20 % and 50 % of the blade chord length from the leading 
edge. The thickness of the blade skin and the shear webs decrease along the length of the blade. 
To create the airfoil splines, we have written a code in MATLAB that receives normalized 
coordinates of airfoils, distance to the rotor axis, chord and twist in each section and generates 
point coordinates to be imported to SolidWorks to create splines for the airfoils. We used ANSYS 
to estimate the cross-sectional properties presented in Table A2. In the table, the shear center and 
the centroid coordinates are with respect to the pitch center located on 25 % of the chord length 
(see Fig. 2), and the area moments of inertia are with respect to the centroid coordinates of each 
section. We assume that the pitch and shear centers are coincident and the beam cross section is 
rigid in its plane but is subjected to torsional warping. The coordinate system of the blade section 
is shown in Fig. 2. The general displacement of any arbitrary point on the blade cross section can 
be described as follows [17]: 
ܷ(ݔ, ݕ, ݖ) = ݑ − ൫ݕ + ݁௬൯ݒᇱ − (ݖ + ݁௭)ݓᇱ + ߰ߠᇱ, (1)
ܸ(ݔ, ݕ, ݖ) = ݒ − (ݖ + ݁௭)ߠ, (2)
ܹ(ݔ, ݕ, ݖ) = ݓ + ൫ݕ + ݁௬൯ߠ, (3)
where ݑ, ݒ and ݓ, are rigid body translations of the section in the ݔ, ݕ and ݖ directions and ߠ is 
the rigid body rotation about the shear center axis parallel to ݔ  direction, ݁௬  and ݁௭  are the 
coordinates of the shear center and ߰ is the warping function normalized with respect to the shear 
center. 
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Fig. 1. Wind turbine blade sections 
 
Fig. 2. The blade cross section and the coordinate system 
Table 1. General properties of the blade 
Property Value 
Material Fiber-glass 
Length 11.5 m 
Density 1800 kg/m3 
Mass 406 kg 
Center of mass from root 4.03 m 
Modulus of elasticity 18 GPa 
Root joint material Aluminum 
Hub radius 0.3 m 
Root joint mass 45.22 kg 
2.2. The strain energy 
Longitudinal strain is given by: 
ߝ௫ =
߲ܷ
߲ݔ +
1
2 ൬
߲ܸ
߲ݔ൰
ଶ
+ 12 ൬
߲ܹ
߲ݔ ൰
ଶ
. (4)
Substituting Eqs. (1)-(3) into (4), the strain function is derived as follows: 
ߝ௫ = ݑ ᇱ − ൫ݕ + ݁௬൯ݒᇱᇱ − (ݖ + ݁௭)ݓᇱᇱ + ߰ߠᇱᇱ − ݁௬ᇱ ݒᇱ − ݁௭ᇱ ݓᇱ
     +0.5(ݒᇱ − (ݖ + ݁௭)ߠᇱ − ݁௭ᇱ ߠ)ଶ + 0.5൫ݓᇱ + ൫ݕ + ݁௬൯ߠᇱ + ݁௬ᇱ ߠ൯ଶ.
(5)
Because displacement in ݔ direction (ݑ) is dependent on ݒ and ݓ, a new variable (ݏ) which is 
the arc length stretch of the element is defined as follows: 
ݏᇱ = ߝ௫൫−݁௬, −݁௭൯ = ݑᇱ − ݁௬ᇱ ݒᇱ − ݁௭ᇱ ݓᇱ + 0.5(ݒᇱ − ݁௭ᇱ ߠ)ଶ + 0.5൫ݓᇱ + ݁௬ᇱ ߠ൯ଶ, (6)
thus: 
ݑ ᇱ = ݏᇱ + ݁௬ᇱ ݒᇱ + ݁௭ᇱ ݓᇱ − 0.5(ݒᇱ − ݁௭ᇱ ߠ)ଶ − 0.5൫ݓᇱ + ݁௬ᇱ ߠ൯ଶ, (7)
ݑ = ݏ + න ቂ݁௬ᇱ ݒᇱ + ݁௭ᇱ ݓᇱ − 0.5(ݒᇱ − ݁௭ᇱ ߠ)ଶ − 0.5൫ݓᇱ + ݁௬ᇱ ߠ൯ଶቃ
௫
଴
݀ߟ. (8)
After some manipulation ݑ has the form: 
ݑ = ݏ + ݁௬ݒᇱ + ݁௭ݓᇱ + ܦ(ݔ, ݐ), (9)
where: 
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ܦ(ݔ, ݐ) = න ቂ݁௬ݒᇱᇱ + ݁௭ݓᇱᇱ − 0.5(ݒᇱ − ݁௭ᇱ ߠ)ଶ − 0.5൫ݓᇱ + ݁௬ᇱ ߠ൯ଶቃ
௫
଴
݀ߟ. (10)
Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (1), one obtains: 
ܷ = ݏ − ݕݒᇱ − ݖݓᇱ + ߰ ߠᇱ + ܦ(ݔ). (11)
Substituting Eqs. (2), (3) and (9) into Eq. (4), the longitudinal strain can be written as: 
ߝ௫ = ݏᇱ − ൫ݕ + ݁௬൯ݒᇱᇱ − (ݖ + ݁௭)ݓᇱᇱ + ߰ߠᇱᇱ + 0.5(ݒᇱ − (ݖ + ݁௭)ߠᇱ − ݁௭ᇱ ߠ)ଶ 
      +0.5൫ݓᇱ + ൫ݕ + ݁௬൯ߠᇱ + ݁௬ᇱ ߠ൯ଶ − 0.5(ݒᇱ − ݁௭ᇱ ߠ)ଶ − 0.5൫ݓᇱ + ݁௬ᇱ ߠ൯ଶ. 
(12)
Neglecting non-linear terms, strain along ݔ direction becomes: 
ߝ௫ = ݏᇱ − ൫ݕ + ݁௬൯ݒᇱᇱ − (ݖ + ݁௭)ݓᇱᇱ + ߰ߠᇱᇱ. (13)
Substituting Eqs. (2), (3), (11) into the shear strain equations, one obtains: 
ߛ௫௬ = ൭
߲߰
߲ݕ − (ݖ + ݁௭)൱ ߠ
ᇱ − ݁௭ᇱ ߠ, (14)
ߛ௫௭ =  ൭
߲߰
߲ݖ + ൫ݕ + ݁௬൯൱ ߠ
ᇱ + ݁௬ᇱ ߠ, (15)
ߛ௫௭ = 0. (16)
The elastic strain energy is given by: 
Π = 12 ම൫ܧߝ௫
ଶ + ܩߛ௫௬ଶ + ܩߛ௫௭ଶ ൯ ݀খ, (17)
where ܧ  and ܩ  are the modules of elasticity and shear modules, respectively. Substituting  
Eqs. (12)-(15) into Eq. (17), the potential energy is derived as follows: 
Π = 12 ම ቀܧ൫ݏ
ᇱ − ൫ݕ + ݁௬൯ݒᇱᇱ − (ݖ + ݁௭)ݓᇱᇱ + ߰ߠᇱᇱ൯ଶ 
     +ܩ ቌ൭߲߲߰ݕ − (ݖ + ݁௭)൱ ߠ
ᇱ − ݁௭ᇱ ߠቍ
ଶ
+ ܩ ቌ൭߲߲߰ݖ + ൫ݕ + ݁௬൯൱ ߠ
ᇱ + ݁௬ᇱ ߠቍ
ଶ
൲ ݀খ, 
(18)
where ݀খ  is the differential of the element volume. Ignoring higher orders of ݁௬  and ݁௭  and 
defining: 
ܫ௬ = ඵ ݖଶ݀ܣ,   ܫ௭ = ඵ ݕଶ݀ܣ, ܫ௬௭ = ඵ ݕݖ݀ܣ ,  Γ = ඵ ߰ଶ݀ܣ, (19)
in which ܫ௬, ܫ௭, ܫ௬௭ are the area moments of inertia and Γ is the warping constant. Considering the 
following equalities [20]: 
ඵ ߰݀ܣ = 0,   ඵ ݕ߰݀ܣ = 0, ඵ ݖ߰݀ܣ = 0, ඵ ߲߲߰ݕ ݀ܣ = 0, ඵ
߲߰
߲ݖ ݀ܣ = 0, (20)
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and integrating over the cross section area, the potential energy can be written as: 
Π௧௢௧௔௟ =  Πா.஻ + Πௌ.஼, (21)
where Πா.஻ is the potential energy of an Euler-Bernoulli beam and Πௌ.஼ is the potential energy due 
to the shear center effect as follows: 
Πா.஻ =
1
2 න  ൛ܧ൫ܣݏ
ᇱଶ + ܫ௭ݒᇱᇱଶ + ܫ௬ݓᇱᇱଶ + 2ܫ௬௭ݒᇱᇱݓᇱᇱ + Γߠᇱᇱଶ൯ + ܩܬ∗ߠᇱଶൟ
௟
଴
݀ݔ, (22)
Πௌ.஼ =
1
2 න ܧ൫−2ܣ൫݁௬ݒ
ᇱᇱݏᇱ + ݁௭ݓᇱᇱݏᇱ൯ + ܩܬ∗∗ߠᇱଶ൯
௟
଴
݀ݔ, (23)
in which ܬ∗ and ܬ∗∗ are the Saint-Venant’s torsion constant given by: 
ܬ∗ = ඵ ቆ൬߲߲߰ݕ − ݖ൰
ଶ
+ ൬߲߲߰ݖ + ݕ൰
ଶ
ቇ ݀ܣ, (24)
ܬ∗∗ = 2 ඵ ൬݁௭
߲߰
߲ݕ + ݁௬
߲߰
߲ݖ ൰ ݀ܣ + ܣ(݁௬
ଶ + ݁௭ଶ). (25)
2.3. The kinetic energy 
Considering the rotational speed of the beam in ݕ and ݖ directions as follows: 
ΩሬሬԦ = ሾ0 Ω௬ Ω௭ሿ். (26)
The velocity vector is given by: 
ሬܸԦ = ݎԦሶ௣∗ + ΩሬሬԦ × ݎԦ௣∗, (27)
where ݎԦ௣∗ is the new position of an arbitrary point ݌ after deflection: 
ݎԦ௣∗ = ሾݔ, ݕ, ݖሿ் + ሾܷ, ܸ, ܹሿ். (28)
Substituting Eq. (28) into Eq. (27) and using Eqs. (2), (3) and (11) one obtains: 
ሬܸԦ =
ە
ۖ
۔
ۖ
ۓቌ ݏሶ − 
1
2 ܦሶ ଶ(ݔ) − ݕݒሶ௦
ᇱ − ݖݓሶ ௦ᇱ + ߰ ߠሶ ᇱ + ܦሶ ଵ
+Ω௬൫ݖ + ݓ + ൫ݕ + ݁௬൯ߠ൯ − Ω௭(ݕ + ݒ − (ݖ + ݁௭)ߠ)
ቍ ,
ݒሶ − (ݖ + ݁௭)ߠሶ + Ω௭൫ݔ + ݏ − ݕݒᇱ − ݖݓᇱ + ߰ ߠᇱ + ܦ(ݔ)൯,
ݓሶ  + ൫ݕ + ݁௬൯ߠሶ − Ω௬൫ݔ + ݏ − ݕݒᇱ − ݖݓᇱ + ߰ ߠᇱ + ܦ(ݔ)൯,
 (29)
in which: 
ܦଵ = න ൣ݁௬ݒᇱᇱ + ݁௭ݓᇱᇱ൧
௫
଴
݀ߟ, ܦଶ = න ቂ(ݒᇱ − ݁௭ᇱ ߠ)ଶ + ൫ݓᇱ + ݁௬ᇱ ߠ൯ଶቃ
௫
଴
݀ߟ. (30)
The kinetic energy is given by: 
ܶ = 12 ߩ ම ሬܸԦ ሬܸԦ݀খ, (31)
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where ߩ is density per unit volume. Substituting Eq. (29) into Eq. (31) and integrating over the 
cross section area and ignoring non-linear terms, the kinetic energy can be written as: 
௧ܶ௢௧௔௟ = ாܶ.஻ + ௪ܶ௔௥௣ + ௦ܶ௖ + ௥ܶ௢௧ + ௦ܶ௖ି௥௢௧ + ௪ܶ௔௥௣ି௥௢௧, (32)
where ாܶ.஻ is the kinetic energy of an Euler-Bernoulli beam, ௪ܶ௔௥௣, ௦ܶ௖ and ௥ܶ௢௧ are the kinetic 
energies due to the warping and shear center effects and the rotational speed, respectively, ௦ܶ௖ି௥௢௧ 
is the kinetic energy due to the simultaneous effects of the shear center and the rotational speed 
and ௪ܶ௔௥௣ି௥௢௧ is the kinetic energy due to the simultaneous effects of the warping and rotational 
speed, as follows: 
ாܶ.஻ = 0.5ߩ න ൛ܣ(ݏሶଶ + ݒሶ ଶ + ݓሶ ଶ) + ൫ܫ௬ + ܫ௭൯ߠሶ ଶ + ൫ܫ௬ݓሶ ᇱଶ + ܫ௭ݒሶ ᇱଶ + 2ܫ௬௭ݒሶ ᇱݓሶ ′൯ൟ݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (33)
௥ܶ௢௧ = 0.5ߩ න ൛2Ω௬൫ܣ(ݔݓሶ + ݓݏሶ − ݏݓሶ ) − ܫ௬ݓሶ ᇱ + ܫ௭൫ݒᇱߠሶ − ݒሶ ᇱߠ൯
௟
଴
 
      + ܫ௬௭൫ݓᇱߠሶ − ݓሶ ᇱߠ − ݒሶ ᇱ൯ቁ + 2Ω௭൫ܣ(ݔݒሶ − ݒݏሶ + ݏݒሶ ) + ܫ௬൫ݓᇱߠሶ − ݓሶ ᇱߠ൯ 
      + ܫ௭ݒሶ ᇱ + ܫ௬௭൫ݒᇱߠሶ − ݒሶ ᇱߠ + ݓሶ ᇱ൯ቁ + Ω௬ଶ ൫ܫ௬ + ܣݓଶ൯ + Ω௭ଶ(ܫ௭ + ܣݒଶ) 
      +൫Ω௬ଶ + Ω௭ଶ൯൫ܣݔଶ + ܣݏଶ + 2ܣݔݏ + ܫ௬ݓᇱଶ + ܫ௭ݒᇱଶ + 2ܫ௬௭ݒᇱݓᇱ൯ 
      −2Ω௬Ω௭൫ܫ௬௭ + ܣݓݒ൯ + 2 ቀ൫ܫ௬ − ܫ௭൯Ω௬Ω௭ + ܫ௬௭൫Ω௬ଶ − Ω௭ଶ ൯ቁ ߠ 
      +൫ܫ௭Ω୷ଶ + ܫ௬Ω௭ଶ + 2ܫ௬௭Ω௬Ω௭൯ߠଶൟ݀ݔ − 0.5ߩ൫Ω௬ଶ + Ω௭ଶ൯ න ቆන ܣ ߟ݀ߟ
௟
௫
ቇ ൫ݒᇱଶ + ݓᇱଶ൯݀ݔ,
௟
଴
 
(34)
௪ܶ௔௥௣ = 0.5ߩ න Γߠሶ ᇱଶ
௟
଴
݀ݔ, (35)
௪ܶ௔௥௣ି௥௢௧ = 0.5ߩ න ൫Ω௬ଶ + Ω௭ଶ൯൫Γߠᇱଶ൯
௟
଴
݀ݔ, (36)
௦ܶ௖ = 0.5ߩ න ܣ൛൫݁௬ଶ + ݁௭ଶ൯ߠሶ ଶ + 2൫݁௬ݓሶ ߠሶ − ݁௭ݒሶߠሶ൯ + 2ݏሶܦሶ ଵ + ܦሶ ଵଶൟ݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (37)
௦ܶ௖ೝ೚೟ = 0.5ߩ න ܣ ቄ൫Ω୷݁௬ + Ω௭݁௭൯
ଶߠଶ + 2Ω௬൫ݓ௦ܦሶ ଵ − ݓሶ ௦ܦଵ൯
௟
଴
+ 2Ω௭൫−ݒ௦ܦሶ ଵ + ݒሶ௦ܦଵ൯ 
      + ൫Ω௬ଶ + Ω௭ଶ൯(ܦଵଶ + 2ݔܦଵ + 2ݏܦଵ) + 2൫Ω௬݁௬ + Ω௭݁௭൯൫ݏሶߠ − ݔߠሶ − ݏߠሶ + Ω௬ݓߠ 
      −Ω௭ݒߠ + ߠܦሶ ଵ − ߠሶܦଵ൯ൟ݀ݔ + 0.5ߩ൫Ω௬ଶ + Ω௭ଶ൯ න 2 ቆන ܣߟ݀ߟ
௟
௫
ቇ ൫−݁௭ᇱ ݒᇱߠ + ݁௬ᇱ ݓᇱߠ൯݀ݔ
௟
଴
. 
(38)
2.4. Finite elements discretization 
In order to derive the finite element matrices, a displacement field should be assumed. The 
nodal vector of seven local displacement parameters is defined as: 
ݍ = ൣݏ  ݒ  ݓ  ߠ௫  ߠ௬  ߠ௭ ߠ௫ᇱ ൧், (39)
in which: 
ߠ௬ = −ݓᇱ,    ߠ௭ = ݒᇱ.
A liner interpolation is considered for the axial displacement, and a cubic Hermitian function 
for the lateral deflection and torsion: 
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ݏ = ௦ܰݍ௦,   ݒ = ௩ܰݍ௩,   ݓ = ܰ௪ݍ௪, ߠ = ఏܰݍఏ, (40)
where: 
௦ܰ = ሾ1 − ߦ 0 ߦ 0ሿ, ௩ܰ = ሾ ଵ݂ ݈ ଶ݂ ଷ݂ −݈ ସ݂ሿ, 
ܰ௪ = ሾ ଵ݂ −݈ ଶ݂ ଷ݂ −݈ ସ݂ሿ, ఏܰ = ሾߠ௫ଵ ߠ௫ଵᇱ ߠ௫ଶ ߠ௫ଶᇱ ሿ், 
ݍ௦ = ሾݏଵ ߠ௫ଵᇱ ݏଶ ߠ௫ଶᇱ ሿ், ݍ௩ = ሾݒଵ ߠ௭ଵ ݒଶ ߠ௭ଶሿ், 
ݍ௪ = ሾݓଵ ߠ௬ଵ ݓଶ ߠ௬ଶሿ், ݍఏ = ሾߠ௫ଵ ߠ௫ଵᇱ ߠ௫ଶ ߠ௫ଶᇱ ሿ், 
(41)
in which: 
ଵ݂ =  1 − 3ߦଶ +  2ߦଷ,   ଶ݂ = ߦ − 2ߦଶ + ߦଷ, ଷ݂ = 3ߦଶ − 2ߦଷ, ସ݂ = −ߦଶ + ߦଷ, ߦ =
ݔ
݈ . (42)
Using the Lagrange’s equation, given by: 
݀
݀ݐ ൬
߲ܶ
߲ݍሶ௜൰ −
߲ܶ
߲ݍ௜ +
߲Π
߲ݍ௜ = ܳ௜, (43)
and Eq. (44) the differential equation of motion can be written as follows: 
ܯݍሷ + ܥ∗ݍሶ + ܭݍ = ܨ, (44)
where ܯ and ܭ are the mass and stiffness matrices, ܨ is the force vector due to the blade rotational 
speed, and: 
ܥ∗ = ܦ + ܥ, (45)
in which, ܥ is the damping matrix and ܦ is a matrix due to the rotational effects. Substituting 
Eq. (40) into Eq. (22), (23) and Eq. (33)-(38) and using the Lagrange’s equation, all mass, stiffness 
and rotational effect matrices of the single and coupled DOFs are derived and presented in 
Appendix A2. 
3. Modal analysis 
After deriving the bam element matrices, we used MATLAB to write a code to compute all 
the matrices for the 150 kW wind turbine blade and assemble them. It should be mentioned that 
in the beam element model, the blade skin and the shear web thickness vary along the length of 
the blade, while in ABAQUS the blade is divided into 13 sections with constant thickness (see 
Table A1 in Appendix A1), thus the blade mass properties in ABAQUS and the code would not 
be the same. To solve the problem, cross-sectional properties of the MATLAB code are updated 
by multiplying correction coefficients. Table 2 presents the six first natural frequencies of the 
clamped blade computed by ABAQUS, the present model and BModes, and compares the results. 
Since all the modes are coupled, each mode shape includes flap, edge, longitudinal and torsional 
deflections. The flap and the edge directions are parallel to ݖ  and ݕ  axis, respectively. 
Longitudinal and torsional deflections are small, but the torsional deflection is more important 
because it changes the blade twist angle and affects the aerodynamic forces. Major deflections 
occur in the flap and edge directions. The blade stiffness in the flap direction is lower than the 
edge direction (see Table A2 in Appendix A1) so it has more contributions in the first six mode 
shapes. Only in the second and fifth mode shapes, edge deflection is dominant. According to the 
table, the predictions of the present model are in good agreement with ABAQUS and more precise 
than BModes. Fig. 3 shows the first six mode shapes of the blade in ABAQUS. By selecting a 
path of nodes along the length of the blade in ABAQUS the bending mode shapes have been 
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extracted and depicted in Fig. 4 and compared with the mode shapes computed by the present 
model. The ABAQUS model has 8800 quadratic shell elements, and the current model has 
13 elements. Fig. 5 compares the bending mode shapes differences of the present model and 
BModes with ABAQUS (BModes has 50 elements). As seen in Fig. 4 and 5, the proposed model 
results are in good agreement with ABAQUS and are relatively better than BModes. 
Fig. 3. Blade mode shapes in ABAQUS 
 
 
Fig. 4. Blade bending mode shapes in the  
present model and ABAQUS 
Table 2. The blade natural frequencies 
Mode 
number 
Dominant 
mode shape 
Abaqus 
(Hz) 
Present 
(Hz) 
Abaqus-present 
difference 
Bmodes 
(Hz) 
Abaqus-Bmodes 
difference 
1 Flap 1st 2.423 2.406 –0.69 % 2.545 5.03 % 
2 Edge 1st 5.887 5.910 0.39 % 5.972 1.44 % 
3 Flap 2nd 7.245 7.266 0.29 % 7.735 6.77 % 
4 Flap 3rd 16.23 16.31 0.46 % 17.44 7.45 % 
5 Edge 2nd 20.48 20.37 –0.55 % 20.44 –0.17 % 
6 Flap 4th 28.70 29.11 1.44 % 31.44 9.55 % 
Fig. 6 shows the torsional mode shapes in BModes and the present model and the average 
torsion of each blade cross section in ABAQUS. In the shell model of ABAQUS, distortions of 
the blade surfaces make it difficult to extract the torsional mode shapes smoothly, especially 
because these mode shapes are very smaller than the dominant modes. Although the mode shapes 
are not smooth in some frequencies, differences between all three models are in an acceptable 
range. Fig. 7 compares the natural frequency convergence of the proposed model with BModes. 
As seen in the figure, the current model rapidly converges, and only seven elements are needed to 
decrease the percentage error of the first six frequencies to 1 % of the final values, while BModes 
needs more than 18 elements. Using five elements, all frequencies of the present model have less 
than 4 % error, and just by one element, the proposed model can predict the first natural frequency 
with 2 % error, which is very useful for studies that the first flap vibrations are only considered 
[1, 4, 7]. As a conclusion, for a very small number of elements, the current model is much more 
accurate than BModes. 
3.1. Effect of the rotational speed on the natural frequencies 
Due to the rotational effects, the blade natural frequencies depend on the rotor speed. By 
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increasing the rotational speed, the blade stiffness and hence the natural frequencies increase.  
Eqs. (A19)-(A33) (see Appendix A2) present stiffness matrices due to the rotational speed, where 
ߠ  is the pitch angle (angle between the rotation axis and ݖ  axis). Eq. (A19)-(A23) (see 
Appendix A2) are only related to the rotational speed, while Eq. (A24) (see Appendix A2) is 
related to the simultaneous effect of the rotational speed and the warping, and Eq. (A25)-(A33) 
(see Appendix A2) are presenting the simultaneous effects of the rotation and the shear center. 
Fig. 5. Bending mode shapes differences of the 
present model and BModes compared with ABAQUS
 
Fig. 6. Blade torsional mode shapes in the present 
model, BModes and ABAQUS 
 
Fig. 7. Natural frequencies convergence for the present model and BModes 
The blade normalized frequencies versus the rotational speed at zero and 90° pitch angle are 
presented in Fig. 8. Here the distance between the rotation axis and the first section of the blade 
(hub radius) is 0.3 m. As seen in the figure, angular velocity has a considerable impact on the 
natural frequencies. At the nominal rotor speed (6.28 r/s) and zero pitch angle (Fig. 8(a)), natural 
frequency of the first mode increases about 12 %. The figure shows that the dominant flap 
frequencies increase more than the dominant edge frequencies which can be described by  
Eq. (A22) (see Appendix A2) that is the flap stiffness due to the rotational speed. At zero pitch 
angle (ߠ = 0), the second term of the equation becomes zero, while in Eq. (A20) which is the 
rotational stiffness in the edge direction, the second term has its maximum value, so stiffness in 
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the flap direction has its maximum value while stiffness in the edge direction has its minimum 
value, hence the flap frequencies are more sensitive to the speed changes. In Eqs. (A20), (A22), 
(see Appendix A2) ܫ௭ and ܫ௬ are negligible in comparison with: 
න ܣߟ݀ߟ.
௟
௫
 (46)
By increasing the pitch angle, frequencies are less sensitive to the rotational speed and as seen 
in Fig. 8(b), at nominal rotor speed and 90° pitch angle the first frequency increases about 5 %. 
Because the area moment of inertia and hence the stiffness in the edge direction is on average 10 
times bigger than inertia in the flap direction, the same increase in the edge and flap stiffness 
would have less effect on the edge frequencies. Consequently, in Fig. 8(b), again the flap 
frequencies increase more than the edge frequencies, while in Eq. (A20) (see Appendix A2) the 
second term has its maximum value. Table 3 presents the percentage differences of the model 
results comparing with ABAQUS. According to the table, except for the sixth mode all differences 
are less than 1 %. 
 
a) Zero pitch angle 
 
b) 90° pitch angle 
Fig. 8. Rotor speed effect on the natural frequencies 
Table 3. Percentage differences of the present model natural frequencies compared  
with ABAQUS at four rotational velocities 
Mode number 90° pitch angle Zero pitch angle 2 (r/s) 5 (r/s) 6.28 (r/s) 10 (r/s) 2 (r/s) 5 (r/s) 6.28 (r/s) 10 (r/s) 
1 0.66 % 0.57 % 0.50 % 0.33 % 0.68 % 0.64 % 0.59 % 0.53 % 
2 0.40 % 0.42 % 0.56 % 0.53 % 0.39 % 0.42 % 0.55 % 0.52 % 
3 0.29 % 0.29 % 0.30 % 0.29 % 0.29 % 0.29 % 0.30 % 0.30 % 
4 0.42 % 0.45 % 0.47 % 0.41 % 0.44 % 0.44 % 0.47 % 0.43 % 
5 0.55 % 0.52 % 0.49 % 0.49 % 0.56 % –0.55 % 0.45 % 0.49 % 
6 1.46 % 1.43 % 1.50 % 1.42 % 1.46 % 1.43 % 1.49 % 1.43 % 
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3.2. Effect of the rotational speed on the mode shapes 
The blade mode shapes are also affected by the rotational speed. The first three mode shapes 
in three different rotational speeds and zero pitch angle are shown in Fig. 9. According to the 
figure, rotational speeds up to 10 r/s have no impact on dominant mode shapes, but non-dominant 
mode shapes are slightly affected. 
Fig. 9. Blade mode shapes of the present model at 
different rotational speeds 
 
Fig. 10. Percentage changes of the blade natural 
frequencies (Ω = 6.28 rad/sec) 
3.3. Effect of the pitch angle  
In pitch control wind turbines, the blade pitch angle varies with the wind speed and the 
rotational velocity that affects the natural frequencies of the blade and the turbine as well. Fig. 10 
illustrates percentage changes of the blade natural frequencies from zero to 90° pitch angle at the 
nominal rotor speed. According to the figure, the lower mode shapes are more affected by 
changing the blade pitch angle. At maximum practical pitch angle (30°), the first frequency has 
the most reduction by about 1.2 %. Thus, the effect of the pitch angle on the natural frequencies 
in practical pitch angles is negligible. Eqs. (A20), (A22) (see Appendix A2) describe why the flap 
dominant frequencies (modes 1, 3, 4 and 6) decrease while the edge dominant frequencies 
(modes 2 and 5) increase. By increasing the pitch angle, the second term of Eq. (A20) (see 
Appendix A2) decreases, hence the stiffness of the edge direction increases, while the second term 
of Eq. (A22) (see Appendix A2) increases and hence the stiffness of the flap direction decreases. 
Table 4 presents the percentage differences between the present model and ABAQUS results 
which are in an acceptable range. 
Table 4. Percentage differences of the present model natural frequencies at 6.28 r/s 
Mode number Pitch angle  15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 
1 0.26 % 0.11 % 0.07 % 0.15 % 0.35 % 
2 0.52 % 0.49 % 0.48 % 0.48 % 0.52 % 
3 0.32 % 0.33 % 0.33 % 0.33 % 0.33 % 
4 0.48 % 0.48 % 0.42 % 0.48 % 0.48 % 
5 0.49 % 0.48 % 0.48 % 0.49 % 0.49 % 
6 1.52 % 1.48 % 1.48 % 1.48 % 1.48 % 
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4. Frequency and transient response 
Blade tip deflection is an important consideration in the wind turbine design process. If the 
blade deflects too much, significant stress are applied to the blade, and also the blade may hit the 
tower. Here we investigate the frequency and transient response of the blade tip by considering 
the damping matrix as follows [19]: 
ܥ = ܯ ൭෍ 2ߦ௡߱௡ܯ௡  ߶௡߶௡்
ே
௡ୀଵ
൱ ܯ, (47)
where ܯ and ܥ are mass and damping matrices, ߦ௡ , ߱௡ , ܯ௡  and ߶௡  are damping ratio, natural 
frequency, modal mass and mode shape of mode ݊ , respectively. Here the damping ratio is 
considered to be 1 % for the first 10 modes. 
Point FRFs of the blade tip for the flap and edge directions in zero rotational speed and zero 
pitch angle are presented in Fig. 11. In the flap FRF, the first edge frequency is observable and in 
the edge FRF the first two flap frequencies are visible. As seen in the figure, there is good 
agreement between the results of the present model and ABAQUS. 
 
Fig. 11. The blade tip point FRFs in the flap and edge directions 
One of the important loads acting on the blade is a periodic force due to the blade rotation and 
the wind shear. In this section, the transient response of the blade tip under a turbulent wind load 
is investigated. The drag force per unit length exerted on the blade is given by: 
݂(ݔ, ݐ) = 0.5ߩܮ௖ܥௗܸଶ, (48)
where ܮ௖, ܥௗ and ܸ are the chord length, the drag coefficient and the wind speed, respectively. 
The wind speed function along the length of the blade is given by: 
ܸ(ݔ, ݐ) = ௛ܸ௨௕ + ௛ܸ௨௕ ൬൬1 +
ݔ
ܪ௛௨௕൰
ఈ
− 1൰ sin(Ωݐ), (49)
where ܪ௛௨௕, and ௛ܸ௨௕ are the hub height and wind speed at the hub height, ݔ is the blade length 
variable, ߙ is the wind shear exponent and Ω is the blade rotational speed. Table 5 presents the 
constant values of Eq. (48)-(49). Fig. 12 shows the turbulent wind speed for 20 seconds at the hub 
height taken from Binalood Wind farm in Iran [20], and the wind speed at the blade tip height 
(hub height plus the blade length) due to the wind shear and the rotor speed. The wind force is 
applied to the model at three nodes. The resultant force from the first element to element 5 is 
applied at node 4, resultant force from element 6 to element 9 is applied at node 8 and resultant 
force from element 9 to element 13 is applied at node 12. Fig. 13 shows these three resultant forces 
resulted from Eq. (48). The time response of the blade tip deflection for 30° of pitch angle is 
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shown in Fig. 14. Fig. 15 and 16 present reaction forces and torques of the blade root joint in the 
flap and edge directions. As seen in the figure, the current model accurately predicts the blade tip 
displacements and the root forces and torques under the turbulent wind loading. 
Table 5. Constant values of Eqs. (48)-(49) 
ߩ ܥௗ ܪ௛௨௕ ߙ Ω (r/s) 
1.05 kg/m3 1.2 36 m 0.2034 6.28 
 
Fig. 12. Wind speed at the hub height and blade tip 
 
Fig. 13. Wind loads applying on the blade 
 
Fig. 14. Blade tip displacement in the flap  
and edge directions at 30° pitch angle 
 
Fig. 15. Reaction forces of the blade root joint  
in the flap and edge directions at 30° pitch angle 
 
Fig. 16. Reaction torques of the blade root joint in the flap and edge directions at 30o pitch angle 
5. Conclusions 
In the current study, a blade beam finite element model with 14 degrees of freedom and 
arbitrary cross section which considers rotational velocity, shear center, warping and gyroscopic 
effects, stiffening due to the rotation, and all the couplings has been developed to model a  
150 kW horizontal axis wind turbine blade. In the present model, number of the needed blade 
elements has been significantly decreased by using the elements with variable cross sectional 
properties. The modal result and frequency convergence of the model was compared with  
BModes, and the modal, frequency and transient responses compared with a shell finite element 
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model in ABAQUS. Moreover, the effects of the rotational speed and pitch angle on the natural 
frequencies and the mode shapes were investigated, and the results compared with ABAQUS. 
According to the results, the present model has accurately predicted the natural frequencies and 
the mode shapes. In addition, it was shown that by using just seven elements, the percentage error 
of the present model for the first six natural frequencies decreased to 1 %, while another widely 
used finite element code, BModes needed more than 18 elements for the same result. For a very 
small number of elements, the present model predictions were much better than BModes, and 
using only one element the first natural frequency had only 2 % error. It was seen that the 
rotational velocity affected the first frequency more than other modes and increased it about 12 % 
at the nominal rotor speed and zero pitch angle. Dominant mode shapes were not sensitive to the 
rotational speed, while the non-dominant mode shapes were slightly affected. The pitch angle had 
a small effect on the natural frequencies. By increasing the pitch angle, the first natural frequency 
decreased about 1.2 % at the nominal rotor speed and 30° of pitch angle. At the next step, point 
FRFs of the blade tip for the edge and the flap directions presented. It was shown that the first, 
third, fourth and sixth modes in the flap FRF and the second and fifth modes in the edge FRF were 
dominant. Then, the transient response of the blade tip deflections and the blade root joint reaction 
forces and torques under a turbulent wind load for 30° pitch angle were depicted. Comparing the 
modal, frequency and transient results of the model with BModes and ABAQUS, it was shown 
that the current model had accurate predictions with less computational cost. Hence, the present 
beam model can be a proper alternative for more detailed and complicated 3D models, especially 
to facilitate the blade structural design and optimization process in the preliminary design stages, 
and can decrease the analyses running time without affecting the accuracy of the results. Since the 
model has good predictions with a very small number of elements, it also can be used instead of 
other simple models without a great increase in computational cost. 
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Appendix 
A1.  
Table A1. Properties of the blade airfoils 
Section 
(See Fig. 1) Air foil ࢘ (m) ࢘/ࡾ Chord (m) Twist (deg)
Skin thickness 
(mm) 
Shear web and spar 
cap thickness (mm) 
A – 0.3 0.0254 – – 10 20 
B – 0.6 0.0508 – – 10 20 
C – 1.2 0.1017 [0.787] [5.31] 10 20 
D – 1.7 0.1441 [1.03] [9.61] 10 20 
1 S815 2.2 0.1864 1.187 11.62 10 20 
2 S815 3.54 0.3000 1.1 9 9.1625 18.325 
3 S814 4.72 0.4000 1 7.2 8.425 16.85 
4 S814 5.8 0.4915 0.9 5.9 7.75 15.5 
5 S814 6.8 0.5763 0.8 4.9 7.125 14.25 
6 S812 7.8 0.6610 0.7 4.2 6.5 13 
7 S812 8.85 0.7500 0.6 3.5 5.84375 11.6875 
8 S812 9.8 0.8305 0.52 3 5.25 10.5 
9 S813 10.8 0.9153 0.45 2.5 4.625 9.25 
10 S813 11.8 1.0000 0.4 2 4 8 
*Dimensions in bracket have been interpolated
Table A2. Cross sectional properties of the blade sections 
Section ࢄ (m) ࡭∗103 (m2) ࡵ࢟࢟×10
6
(m4) 
ࡵ࢟ࢠ×106
(m4) 
ࡵࢠࢠ×106
(m4) 
ࡵ࢞࢞×106
(m4) 
Warping 
constant 
(N.m4)
Torsional 
constant 
(N.m2) 
ࢉ࢟∗  
(mm)
ࢉࢠ 
(mm)
ࢋ࢟ 
(mm) 
ࢋࢠ 
(mm) 
A 0.3 16.0 521 0 521 1040 0 1042e-6 0 0 0 0 
B 0.6 38.1 1060 0 878 1930 25.4e-9 1725e-6 0 0 0 0 
C 1.2 40.1 859 –71.8 1700 2560 581e-9 1826e-6 74 –12 40 –6 
D 1.7 41.7 666 –261 2760 3430 1350e-9 1527e-6 148 –27 66 –8 
1 2.2 43.0 549 –505 3930 4480 2600e-9 1227e-6 201 –40 78 –7 
2 3.54 36.6 373 –251 2910 3280 1620e-9 898e-6 193 –31 78 –6 
3 4.72 29.6 209 –130 1960 2170 894e-9 530e-6 183 –16 75 5 
4 5.8 24.5 137 –59.5 1320 1450 489e-9 355e-6 157 –10 59 6 
5 6.8 20.0 87.5 –24.7 853 941 251e-9 230e-6 140 –8 53 6 
6 7.8 15.4 43.7 –29.8 489 533 65.9e-9 119e-6 131 –2 73 3 
7 8.85 11.8 24.1 –13.7 276 300 25.8e-9 66e-6 113 –3 61 1 
8 9.8 9.15 13.9 –6.72 162 176 11.5e-9 38.7e-6 98 –2 52 1 
9 10.8 6.66 5.18 –3.53 90.5 95.7 5.96e-9 15.3e-6 87 4 51 9 
10 11.8 5.15 3.13 –1.70 55.3 58.4 2.86e-9 9.34e-6 77 4 45 9 
*Centroid is located on ൣܿ௬, ܿ௭൧், the shear center is located on ൣ݁௬, ݁௭൧் 
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A2.  
ܯఏ = න ߩ൫ܫ௬ + ܫ௭൯ ఏ்ܰ ఏܰ݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A1)
ܭ௦ = න ܣܧܰ′௦் ௦ܰᇱ
௟
଴
݀ݔ, (A2)
ܯ௦ = න ߩܣ ௦்ܰ ௦ܰ݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A3)
ܭఏ = න ܩܬ ఏܰᇱ ் ఏܰᇱ
௟
଴
݀ݔ + න ܧΓ ఏܰᇱᇱ் ఏܰᇱᇱ
௟
଴
݀ݔ, (A4)
ܯ௩ = න ߩ൫ܣ ௩்ܰ ௩ܰ + ܫ௭ ௩ܰᇱ் ௩ܰᇱ൯݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A5)
ܭ௩ = න ܧܫ௭ ௩ܰᇱᇱ் ௩ܰᇱᇱ
௟
଴
݀ݔ, (A6)
ܯ௪ = න ߩ൫ܣܰ௪்ܰ௪ + ܫ௭ܰ௪ᇱ ்ܰ௪ᇱ ൯݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A7)
ܭ௩௪ = න ܧܫ௬௭ ௩ܰᇱᇱ்ܰ௪ᇱᇱ
௟
଴
݀ݔ, (A8)
ܯఏ௦௖ = න ߩܣ൫݁௬ଶ + ݁௭ଶ൯ ఏ்ܰ ఏܰ݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A9)
ܭ௪ = න ܧܫ௬ܰ௪ᇱᇱ்ܰ௪ᇱᇱ
௟
଴
݀ݔ, (A10)
ܯఏ௩௦௖ = න −ߩܣ݁௭ ఏ்ܰ ௩ܰ݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A11)
ܭ௩௦ = − න ܣܧ݁௬ ௩ܰᇱᇱ் ௦ܰᇱ݀ݔ,
௟
଴
(A12)
ܯఏ௪௦௖ = න ߩܣ݁௬ ఏ்ܰ ܰ௪݀ݔ,
௟
଴
(A13)
ܭ௪௦ = − න ܣܧ݁௭ܰ௪ᇱᇱ் ௦ܰᇱ݀ݔ,
௟
଴
(A14)
ܥ௦௪௦௖ = න ߩܣ ௦்ܰ ܰ௪∗ ݀ݔݍ௪,
௟
଴
(A15)
ܯ௩௪ = න ߩܫ௬௭ ௩ܰᇱ்ܰ௪ᇱ ݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A16)
ܥ௦௩௦௖ = න ߩܣ ௦்ܰ ௩ܰ∗݀ݔݍ௩,
௟
଴
(A17)
ܯఏ௪௔௥௣ = න ߩΓ ఏܰᇱ ் ఏܰᇱ
௟
଴
݀ݔ, (A18)
ܭ௦௥௢௧ = −Ωଶ න ߩܣ ௦்ܰ ௦ܰ݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A19)
ܭ௩௥௢௧ = Ωଶ න ߩ ቊቆන ܣߟ݀ߟ
௟
௫
− ܫ௭ቇ ௩ܰᇱ் ௩ܰᇱ + ܣ cosଶ(ߠ) ௩்ܰ ௩ܰቋ ݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A20)
ܭ௩௪௥௢௧ = Ωଶ න ߩ ൜
1
2 ܣ sin(2ߠ) ௩்ܰ ܰ௪ − ܫ௬௭ ௩ܰ
ᇱ்ܰ௪ᇱ ൠ ݀ݔ,
௟
଴
(A21)
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ܭ௪௥௢௧ = Ωଶ න ቊߩ ቆන ܣߟ݀ߟ
௟
௫
− ܫ௬ቇ ܰ௪ᇱ்ܰ௪ᇱ + ܣ sinଶ(ߠ) ܰ௪்ܰ௪ቋ ݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A22)
ܭఏ௥௢௧ = −Ωଶ න ߩ ቀܫ௭ sinଶ(ߠ) + ܫ௬ cosଶ(ߠ) + ܫ௬௭sin(2ߠ)ቁ ఏ்ܰ ఏܰ݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A23)
ܭఏ௪௔௥௣ି௥௢௧ = −Ωଶ න ߩΓ ఏܰᇱ ் ఏܰᇱ
௟
଴
݀ݔ, (A24)
ܭఏ௪௦௖ି௥௢௧ = −Ωଶ න ߩܣ൫sin(ߠ)݁௬ + cos(ߠ)݁௭൯sin(ߠ) ఏ்ܰ ܰ௪݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A25)
ܭఏ௩௦௖ି௥௢௧ = Ωଶ න ߩܣ൫sin(ߠ)݁௬ + cos(ߠ)݁௭൯sin(ߠ) ఏ்ܰ ௩ܰ݀ݔ,
௟
଴
(A26)
ܭ௦௩௦௖ି௥௢௧ = −Ωଶ න ߩܣ ௦்ܰ ௩ܰ∗ ݀ݔ,
௟
଴
(A27)
ܭ௦௪௦௖ି௥௢௧ = −Ωଶ න ߩܣ ௦்ܰ ܰ௪∗ ݀ݔ,
௟
଴
(A28)
ܭ௩௦௖ି௥௢௧ = −Ωଶ න ߩܣ ௩ܰ∗் ௩ܰ∗݀ݔ,
௟
଴
(A29)
ܭ௪௦௖ି௥௢௧ = −Ωଶ න ߩܣ ௩ܰ∗்ܰ௪∗ ݀ݔ,
௟
଴
(A30)
ܭ௪௩௦௖ି௥௢௧ =  −Ωଶ න ߩܣܰ௪∗ ் ௩ܰ∗݀ݔ,
௟
଴
(A31)
ܭ௪ఏ௦௖ି௥௢௧ =  Ωଶ න ቆන ߩܣߟ݀ߟ
௟
௫
ቇ ݁௬ᇱ ܰᇱ௪் ఏܰ݀ݔ,
௟
଴
(A32)
ܭ௩ఏ௦௖ି௥௢௧ =  −Ωଶ න ቆන ߩܣߟ݀ߟ
௟
௫
ቇ ݁௭ᇱ ܰᇱ௩் ఏܰ݀ݔ,
௟
଴
(A33)
ܦ௦௩௥௢௧ = −2Ωܿ݋ݏ(ߠ) න ߩܣ ௦்ܰ ௩ܰ݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A34)
ܦ௩ఏ௥௢௧ = −2Ω න ߩ(ܫ௭sin(ߠ) + ܫ௬௭cos(ߠ)) ௩ܰᇱ் ఏܰ݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A35)
ܦ௦௪௥௢௧ = 2Ω ݏ݅݊(ߠ) න ߩܣ ௦்ܰ ܰ௪ݍ௪݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A36)
ܦ௪ఏ௥௢௧ = −2Ω න ߩ ቀܫ௬cos(ߠ) + ܫ௬௭sin(ߠ)ቁ ܰ௪ᇱ ் ఏܰ݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A37)
ܦఏ௦௦௖ି௥௢௧ = −2Ω න ߩܣ ቀ݁௬sin(ߠ) + ݁௭cos(ߠ)ቁ ఏ்ܰ ௦ܰ݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A38)
ܦ௩௪௦௖ି௥௢௧ = Ω ቆsin(ߠ) න ߩܣ ௩ܰ∗்ܰ௪݀ݔ +
௟
଴
cos(ߠ) න ߩܣ ௩்ܰ ܰ௪∗ ݀ݔ
௟
଴
ቇ, (A39)
ܦ௩௦௖ି௥௢௧ = 2Ω ቆ− න ߩܣ ௩ܰ∗் ௩ܰ݀ݔ
௟
଴
+ න ߩܣ ௩்ܰ ௩ܰ∗݀ݔ
௟
଴
ቇ cos(ߠ), (A40)
ܦ௪௦௖ି௥௢௧ = 2Ω ቆ න ߩܣܰ௪∗ ்ܰ௪݀ݔ
௟
଴
− න ߩܣ ܰ௪்ܰ௪∗ ݀ݔ
௟
଴
ቇ sin(ߠ), (A41)
ܦ௩ఏ௦௖ି௥௢௧ = 2Ω න ߩܣ ቀ݁௬sin(ߠ) + ݁௭cos(ߠ)ቁ ௩ܰ∗
்
ఏܰ݀ݔ,
௟
଴
(A42)
ܦ௪ఏ௦௖ି௥௢௧ = 2Ω න ߩܣ ቀ݁௬sin(ߠ) + ݁௭cos(ߠ)ቁ ܰ௪∗ ் ఏܰ݀ݔ,
௟
଴
(A43)
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ܦ௩௪௦௖ି௥௢௧ = Ω ቆsin(ߠ) න ߩܣ ௩ܰ∗்ܰ௪݀ݔ + cos(ߠ) න ߩܣ ௩்ܰ ܰ௪∗ ݀ݔ
௟
଴
௟
଴
ቇ, (A44)
ॲ௦௥௢௧ = −Ωଶ න ߩܣݔ ௦்ܰ ݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A45)
ॻఏ௥௢௧ = Ωଶ න ߩ ቆܫ௬௭ cos(2ߠ) +
1
2 ൫ܫ௭ − ܫ௬൯sin(2ߠ)ቇ ఏ்ܰ ݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A46)
ॻఏ௦௖ି௥௢௧ = − න ߩܣ ቀ݁௬sin(ߠ) + ݁௭cos(ߠ)ቁ ݔ ఏ்ܰ ݀ݔ
௟
଴
, (A47)
ॲ௩௦௖ି௥௢௧ = −Ωଶ න ߩܣݔ ௩ܰ∗்݀ݔ,
௟
଴
(A48)
ॲ௪௦௖ି௥௢௧ = −Ωଶ න ߩܣݔ ܰ௪∗ ்,
௟
଴
(A49)
where ॲ௦௥௢௧  and ॻఏ௥௢௧  are centrifugal force and gyroscopic moment, respectively and  
Eq. (A47)-(A49) are forces and moment resulting from the interaction of the shear center effect 
and the rotational speed, in which: 
௩ܰ∗ = න ݁௬ ௩ܰᇱᇱ
௫
଴
݀ߟ,   ܰ௪∗ = න ݁௭ܰ௪ᇱᇱ
௫
଴
݀ߟ. (A50)
For all the matrices: 
ܭ௕௔ = ܭ௔௕்,   ܯ௕௔ = ܯ௔௕், ܥ௕௔ = −ܥ௔௕். (A51)
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